Gas hob
5GH85BB390

Output, consumption
Connected load, gas: 10.75 kW
Burner with 3 cooking areas
Left front burner: 4.5 kW
Right front burner: 4.5 kW
Middle rear burner: 1.75 kW
Voltage: 220-240 V
Frequency: 50-60 Hz

Design, comfort
Black Glass, Cast Iron
Front control knob (black knob)
Electrical spoke spark ignition controllable with one hand
Protection against unintentional escape of gas (thermoelectric safety pilot)
Present to LPG
Can be converted to Natrul Gas / NG nozzle is not included in the package but can be purchased as an accessory part
Connection cable 1.5 m

Dimensions H × W × D
Appliance dimensions: 8.07 × 86.0 × 51.0 cm
Cut out dimensions: 73.0 × 49.0 cm
Packaging dimensions: 16.5 x 91.5 x 57.5 cm

EAN-Code: 4251003104332